
### 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name of Show</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAR 1 - 4</td>
<td>The 30th East China Fair 2020 Shanghai Japan Pavilion</td>
<td>Shanghai New International Expo Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR 11 - 12</td>
<td>The 2nd Kyoto International Gift Show 2020</td>
<td>Miyako Messe (Industrial Promotion Center)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APR 7 - 9</td>
<td>The 61st International Premium Incentive Show Spring 2020</td>
<td>Sunshine City Convention Center Bunka Kukan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APR 22 - 26</td>
<td>Creative Expo Taiwan 2020 Japan Pavilion</td>
<td>Songshan Cultural and Creative Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY 1 - 8</td>
<td>The 127th China Import and Export Fair (Phase 3) Japan Pavilion</td>
<td>China Import and Export Fair Complex in Guangzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY 29 - 31</td>
<td>C3 in Shanghai 2020</td>
<td>Shanghai World Expo Exhibition And Convention Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE 4 - 6</td>
<td>The 16th Fukuoka International Gift Show 2020</td>
<td>Marine Messe Fukuoka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE 9 - 11</td>
<td>The 9th Fukuoka International Beauty Show 2020</td>
<td>Marine Messe Fukuoka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP 9 - 11</td>
<td>The 62nd International Premium Incentive Show Autumn 2020</td>
<td>Sunshine City Convention Center Bunka Kukan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP 17 - 18</td>
<td>The 62nd Osaka International Gift Show 2020</td>
<td>Osaka Merchandise Mart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT 7 - 9</td>
<td>The 28th Gourmet &amp; Dining Style Show Autumn 2020</td>
<td>Tokyo Big Sight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT 31 - NOV 4</td>
<td>The 128th China Import and Export Fair (Phase 3) Japan Pavilion</td>
<td>China Import and Export Fair Complex in Guangzhou</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name of Show</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEB 3 - 5</td>
<td>The 29th Gourmet &amp; Dining Style Show Spring 2021</td>
<td>Tokyo Big Sight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The names, dates, and venues of trade shows are subject to change without notice.

---

## Gift Show Select

~ English Catalog for Buyers ~

The 89th Tokyo International Gift Show Spring 2020
The 7th LIFE × DESIGN The 89th Tokyo International Gift Show Spring 2020
Dates: February 5 Wed. - 7 Fri., 2020
Venue: Tokyo Big Sight

---

**Contact**

Business Guide-Sha, Inc. Head Office  2-6-2 Kaminarimon, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-0034 Japan
Phone: +81-3-3843-9851 Fax: +81-3-3843-9850 E-mail: overseas@businessguide-sha.co.jp
OVERSEAS BUYERS LOUNGE
Tokyo International Gift Show Office supports your business success!

Need Help?
Visit OVERSEAS BUYERS LOUNGE
Tokyo International Gift Show Office supports your business success!

Free Service
- Interpreter (limited)
- Exhibit products search
- Business meeting space
- Wi-Fi etc.

Ask friendly staff if you need any assistance

If you have any question, please contact us!!
TEL: +81-3-3843-9851
Email: overseas@businessguide-sha.co.jp
How to Use Gift Show Select

A wonderful serenity has taken possession of my entire soul, like these sweet mornings of spring which I enjoy with my whole heart. I am alone, and feel the charm of existence in this spot, which was created for the bliss of souls like mine. I am so happy, my dear friend, so absorbed in the exquisite sense of mere tranquil existence, that I neglect my talents. I should be incapable of drawing a single stroke at the present moment; and yet I feel that I never was a greater artist than now.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTOR / OEM
Language: ENGLISH / Chinese
E-mail:
Web:

Gift Show Select is the best tool to find out great products in the Gift Show. TOKYO BIG SIGHT is too big to see all products but Gift Show Select solve the problem.

This booklet is composed of catalog of products, floor map and index.
You can find the products and go to the booth easily.
The Japanese companies in the catalog are looking for chances to export their products.
You are the most welcome buyer for them.
Thank you so much for coming to the Gift Show.
**p-collection co.,ltd**

**Bags, Iron patch, Magnet**

About Kagura Kamakura: Kamakura is a historical Buddhist city with many temples and shrines. Many travelers from all over the world visit the Great Buddha of Kamakura. Kamakura has a strong Buddhist culture and many traditional Japanese customs. We are planning to sell travel and souvenir products for foreign tourists in Kamakura, Japan. The travel business is a private tour of temples and art in Kamakura, and the souvenir business plans products based on requests from foreigners. We believe that souvenirs made by tourists and collaborators around the world can bring happiness to travelers, their families, and friends. Our products are easy to carry and will not break. Small coin purses, bags, magnets, bookmarks, and iron patches.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM / OTHER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: Kamakuratourist@gmail.com

Web: https://kamakuratourist.net/

---

**TATSUNE co.,ltd**

**BODY WASH TOWEL**

It is common for Japanese people to use body scrub towels when taking a bath. TATSUNE CO., LTD offers you a variety of body scrub towels that make you feel comfortable, and that make a soap lather well. In addition, they are able to keep your skin clean. Furthermore, they let your metabolism faster. We are waiting for you with bath items that heal fatigue for better bath time.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: y.tabeta@tatsune.jp

Web: http://www.tatsune.jp/

---

**OKABE YOSHOKKI CO., LTD.**

**Soft Touch Silicone Spoons**

Okabe Yoshokki, founded in 1954, manufactures and sells tableware centering on cutlery. We are particularly strong in the area of baby-use items, developing a broad range of products, including best-selling silicone rubber spoons.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC / OEM / ODM / OTHER

Language: ENGLISH / CHINESE

E-mail: okabe@ginzado.ne.jp

Web: http://www.okabeyoshokki.co.jp

---

**NAGAO Co., Ltd.**

**tea canister**

NAGAO Co., Ltd. offers a wide range of tea-related products, including teapots, cups, and accessories. The lid is tightly closed, so it has good sealing and prevents tea leaves from moisture.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: tetuhiro@n-nagao.co.jp

Web: www.n-nagao.co.jp/

---

**Amity Co., Ltd.**

**Ultra-high-speed Blender**

Ultra-high-speed Blender made in Japan that enables various types of Boiling cooking. Suitable for Restaurants, Hotels, Homes, etc. Blending breakfast soup, hot Soy milk, Healthy porridge, etc.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OTHER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: kendo@ash.ne.jp

Web: https://www.plantia.jp/

---

**TSUBOUCHI TOWEL INC.**

**SUSTAINABLE COTTON TOWEL**

Materials are GOTS certified organic cotton. Producing also made with a low environmental impact method.

We want: RETAILER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: inquiry@planta.co.jp

Web: https://www.plantia.jp/
We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC

**Wine Water**

Language : ENGLISH

E-mail : riseone.shizuoka@gmail.com

Web : http://www.namiki-hat.com

**1-FF01**

Rise One Co., Ltd

Wine Water

- Made from purified water & essence of grapes
- Non-alcoholic
- All-natural
- No heat treatment
- Low sugar, Low calorie

**1-FF03**

SWEETS CRAFT CO., LTD.

COLORFUL + CUTE | TABLEWARE

Our design concept is "COLORFUL + CUTE" and by using original skill, our products are very thin, light and stacking is very good. Especially, Miruku cups and bowls have 4 sizes and many color variations suit for any nationally and gender or age. In addition, SAKURA, STAR, HEART, MUSHROOM cups are good for tabletop as well as an interior. We can also produce the original (design and color) products upon your request.

**1-FF18**

garlie.inc

ARITAYAKI

Popular ARITAYAKI series is an accessory that combines original metal parts, using postcards ARITAYAKI made in ARTA-CHO. Sage Professor’s VT is an accessory feel warmth made very carefully by the hands of craftsmen. Since 2005 garlie brand started resemble to unique clothes. Our brand concept supplying small happiness for all of girl. Sweets, unique kinds, colorful flowers, traditional Japanese metal, and Maki-e metal. We are always keep in mind fashionable and high quality Japanese series in our products. Our brand releasing new products 100 — 150 types in a month showing new picture everyday up date for Instagram. Please check this out. Our products 50% hand made using materials clothes, metal, beads, resin.

**1-1712-04**

ERGOMIX CORPORATION

**ABACA FASHION GOODS**

"ABACA STYLE" is designed by Japanese designer. Abaca is a natural fiber that can be made from the trunk of banana. We make products by hands woven fabric. All of the process is done by hands. Please come and see our elegant and unique products. Especially, our original hat "Abaca Fashion Habitat" is a excellent design. It’s elegant, compact and lightweight. It’s very popular in Japan.

**We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC / ODM / OTHER**

Language : ENGLISH

E-mail : info@abacastyle.com

Web : http://www.abacastyle.com

**1-1712-05**

abaca f相近

We develop the only one cosmetic products facing with the best harm and support you the PR of its product appeal and repeatability. Our cosmetics are particular about rare materials, fragrances and colors made by plant raw materials. Fragrances are the special good aroma that blended by the technique of the perfumer. We wholesale professional products not only to ordinary stores but also to the distributors for aesthetic salons.

**1-1711-22**

MARUZEKI CO., LTD.

KAORU Japanese natural fragrances(Wa) wristwatch

A scent and wristwatch that conjure visions of Japan’s landscapes. This wristwatch produces peaceful fragrances drawing from the Japanese concept of harmony, also known as (Wa). There are 6 kinds of fragrances, "SAKURA(Cherry Blossoms)" "MATCHA(Japanese Green tea)" "HINOKI(Japanese cypress)" "WABOKU(Japanese style ink)" "TSURUGI(Japanese sword)" "YUKI(Japanese snow)"

**We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER**

Language : ENGLISH / CHINESE

E-mail : info@maruzeki.com

Web : https://kaoru.watch/en

**1-1711-23**

Mineralia Research Institute Ltd.

Mineral Cosmetics

We develop the only one cosmetic products facing with the best harm and support you the PR of its product appeal and repeatability. Our cosmetics are particular about rare materials, fragrances and colors made by plant raw materials. Fragrances are the special good aroma that blended by the technique of the perfumer. We wholesale professional products not only to ordinary stores but also to the distributors for aesthetic salons.

**We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC**

Language : ENGLISH

E-mail : info@mineralia.co.jp

Web : https://kaoru.watch/en

**1-1711-24**

MINERALIA

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / ODM

Language : ENGLISH

E-mail : info@mineralia.co.jp

Web : https://mineralia.co.jp
**Gift Show Select**

**AISEI Co., Ltd.**

"Color Contact Lenses “Ever Color 1day”

More than 200 Million pieces of Ever Color 1day, which is one of the most popular color contact lenses in Japan, are delivered to many ladies by now. There are a total 39 colors developed in 5 series of Ever Color 1day. You will definitely find a favorite color to fit your daily scene as a part of your make-up. Daily disposable lens is to get clean and to be comfortable. DIA 14.5 mm can make your eyes decorated a lot but naturally!

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: support@aiseis.jp

Web: https://www.aiseis.jp/en/

**ASIAN TRADING JAPAN CO., LTD**

Koganeiro

This item is our first item in our Koganeiro Project. The cocoon extract (moisturizing ingredients) we use is made with silk protein extracted from golden silk grown carefully in a 100% organic, pesticide-free environment in Northern Thailand. Protects your skin and nails against drying by moisturizing through horny layers to make skin soft and moist. This smooth textured cream efficiently moisturizes also without leaving hands greasy, so, after application, doing household chores or using a smartphone is a breeze. Also we are planning to launch new hair care items. Please be excited about it.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: info@koganeiro.jp

Web: https://koganeiro.jp/en/

**Japan Greentea Co., Ltd.**

Cat Café

Japan Greentea Co., Ltd. releases a new Cat Café product as part of our cute cat tea bag series for inbound tourists. The cats appear to be taking a bath and relaxing in the cup of tea. Part of what makes these tea bags so popular is its kawaii shape and designs, featuring different cats enjoying their own cups of tea. The new Cat Café tea bags certainly makes for a memorable Japanese souvenir especially for inbound tourists and cat lovers.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: cs@jp-greentea.co.jp

Web: https://www.jp-greentea.co.jp/english/

**KATEREMER / REMER**

BAG / Fashion accessories

This brand started in 2018 imagines a woman with a care who values individuality regardless of fashion. Express cool beauty, strength and passion. Also 2019 A new line in the year. Start REMER Enjoy. Regardless of age or lifestyle. In pursuit of existing feminine and elegant beauty. Applicable point is that you can enjoy various specifications with one item. Light and durable. Offer, etc. as neck strap expansion. All made in Japan.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: remer@kate-remer.jp

Web: http://www.kate-remer.jp

---

**EXHIBITION CATEGORIES**

FASHION / FOOD / LIVING / CORPORATE GIFTS
DESIGN GOODS / CRAFTS

2020 Miyako Messe
3.11wed-3.12thu 10:00-18:00
(Close at 17:00 on 12th March)

Venue: Miyako Messe 1F • 3F
9-1, Okauchi Shinshoji-cho, Sakyo-ku Kyoto-shi, Kyoto 606-8343, Japan
ACCESS: 8 min walk from Higashi Yama Sta. (Tozai Line)

Organizer: BUSINESS GUIDE-SHA, INC.
https://www.gifthow.co.jp/kigs/

Some exhibitors in Kyoto International Gift Show will open their factories on 13th March. You can see process, technique and craftsmanship of the products there. We will announce the detail information on our website.
Tokyo SME Support Center under Tokyo Metropolitan Government provides you meeting opportunities with 15 Tokyo excellent companies where you will find various products. We welcome your visit to our booth. Aiming to establish Win-Win business relationship with you.

Contact
Email: itc@tokyo-koshu.or.jp
Gift Show Select

1:1-T12-04 Daio Manufacturing Co.,Ltd.

Twelve Zodiac Signs

Twelve zodiac mascots are very popular in Japan. We prepared the explanation in four foreign languages which foreign tourist was easy to understand and easily read the origin and benefit. In both package and display board in English, two types of Chinese.

When we hand Japanese souvenir to acquaintance, as for the foreign tourist, characteristic and value are not often conveyed well, and needs of product that foreign language was explorable increases.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC / OEM / ODM / OTHER
Language : ENGLISH / CHINESE
E-mail : sales@daiomfg.co.jp
Web : http://www.daiomfg.co.jp

1:1-T12-04 HASEGAWASATO STORE Inc.

GREENTOY & LUCHE

(GREENTOY) "GREENTOY" is a growing kit that can reuse empty PET bottles and other bottles and enjoy plant harvested only with water. With this kit it’s easy to grow from cultivation to harvest easily. You can harvest in about 3 months to 6 months. While maintaining productivity, it is good for design ability and original quality (ODM).

(LUCHE) “LUCHE” is a new growing light with two faces, indoor growing of plants and interior design. It is possible to grow even indoors under shady environment. The product uses LED having suitable illuminance, color temperature, and wave length for photosynthesis and plant growing. Acrylic design OEM is also available.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC / ODM / OTHER
Language : ENGLISH / CHINESE
E-mail : kobayashi@hasegawasato.co.jp
Web : http://www.hasegawasato.com/
https://www.schwinsen.com/

1:1-T12-04 SEIWA CORPORATION

360 EYE Drive recorder

360° recording can provide security to record a evidence of the collision even from the side direction. 360° shooting can provide to record a evidence of the collision from the side firmly, as well as, check the front and back and the left and right at the same time with 4 screens. Even if the screen is divided into 4, you can view one by one to the right or left.

Horizontal 360° camera is Full HI-Vision, about 2 million pixels.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER
Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : sakamoto@seiwa-c.co.jp
Web : http://www.seiwa-c.co.jp

1:1-T12-04 NONOJI Co., Ltd.

Kitchenware

“GREENTOY” is a growing kit that can reuse empty PET bottles and other bottles and enjoy plant harvested only with water. With this kit it’s easy to grow from cultivation to harvest easily. You can harvest in about 3 months to 6 months. While maintaining productivity, it is good for design ability and original quality (ODM).

Nonoji’ s original blade cuts into the cabbage and can be shredded with light force. This product uses a highly flexible material and has its unique design.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER
Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : info@yokohama-city.co.jp
Web : https://www.nonoji.jp

1:1-T12-04 NONOJI Co., Ltd.

Kitchenware

“GREENTOY” is a growing kit that can reuse empty PET bottles and other bottles and enjoy plant harvested only with water. With this kit it’s easy to grow from cultivation to harvest easily. You can harvest in about 3 months to 6 months. While maintaining productivity, it is good for design ability and original quality (ODM).

Nonoji’ s original blade cuts into the cabbage and can be shredded with light force. This product uses a highly flexible material and has its unique design.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER
Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : info@yokohama-city.co.jp
Web : https://www.nonoji.jp

Life, Health & Beauty

Gift Show Select

TOKYO SME Support Center

12

Point

language was explicable increases.

When we hand Japanese souvenir to acquaintance, as for the foreign tourist, characteristic and value are not often conveyed well, and needs of product that foreign language was explorable increases.

We want : DISTRIBUTER
Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : emori@to-plan.co.jp
Web : http://www.to-plan.co.jp/en/

We want : DISTRIBUTER
Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : emori@to-plan.co.jp
Web : http://www.to-plan.co.jp/en/

We want : DISTRIBUTER
Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : emori@to-plan.co.jp
Web : http://www.to-plan.co.jp/en/

We want : DISTRIBUTER
Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : emori@to-plan.co.jp
Web : http://www.to-plan.co.jp/en/
**Gift Show Select**

**1-T12-04 TOKYO SHOKOSHA Co.,Ltd.**

A portable Tea Grinder “Sururu”

“Sururu” is a product that grinds tea leaves into powder.

Japanese green tea leaves are rich in good ingredients for health and beauty. However, when we filter and brew using a teapot, we are wasting approximately 70% of the nutritional ingredients that are left in the used tea leaves that are thrown away after consumption.

By using “Sururu”, tea leaves can be ground and the powder can be used to enjoy drinking and cooking by just adding a little quantity of fresh powder of tea leaves. Furthermore, since you grind the whole tea leaves, there is no waste, therefore it is ecological friendly as well. While it can be disadvantaged as the handle can be stored in the bottle itself in order for you to easily carry and use it for enjoying nutrient-rich tea anytime and anywhere!

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC

Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : info@sururu.jp
Web : http://www.sururu-en.com/

**1-T12-04 Taniguchi Chemical Co.,Ltd.**

Shoe care products

We have the longest history of producing shoe care products in Japan. Since 1950, we have been engaged in producing Lison brand shoe care products such as cream, wax and etc. Excellent series, launched in 2016, are authentic shoe care products which are thoroughly stuck to the materials and quality. They are hand made overseas which would give moisture, shine and waterproof performance to shoes. The shoe care series “Excellent” is manufactured and developed based on the concept of “adding further dignity to leather shoes”. Many of the processes are manual, and craftsmen strive to carefully manufacture.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC

Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : info@taniguchi-kagaku.com
Web : http://www.taniguchi-kagaku.com

**1-T12-04 Myutech35, Inc.**

the BLOSSO (Costume Jewelry)

BLOSSO is stainless steel “original costume jewelry” created with the memory of the latest technology, craftsmanship and women’s sartorial by precision metalworking company in business for 50years. It expresses the “fetish radioronics.”

- Blue screen
  - Adding a classy shine to casual wear
  - Decorating on pants, suits or dresses
  - Dressing up stage costume or concerts etc.
- Advantage
  - No changing color or rust, for made of stainless steel
  - It is light and strong even if it is large
  - It is easy to put on and take off with magnet
  - No possibility of being dropped because there is no overhead between the face of the magnet.
- Also adapted to casual winter coats and down jackets.
- You can enjoy not only as a fashion but also as an interior.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC / OEM / ODM

Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : bloso@mutochno.co.jp
Web : https://www.bloso.co.tokyo

**1-T12-04 TRY KIT’S INC.**

CARBON-izm

“CARBON-izm” is a products brand that uses “carbon” which has a unique texture. Carbon material is used to create a luxurious feeling. We have a wide range of mobile goods, interior goods, bags, and miscellaneous goods, including stationery. By working on product development with a commitment, CARBON-izm products will be more enamored, the more you use them.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC

Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : info@trykits.com
Web : https://www.carbon-izm.com

**1-T12-04 Duke Co.,Ltd.**

Duke x Japanese traditional craft

Duke Co., Ltd. mainly purposes to promote traditional Japanese products to over the world.

In general, traditional Japanese products are unique. Therefore, it is challenging to blend it into lifestyles based on other cultures. Our primary mission is to build a new brand of traditional Japanese craftsmanship, which uses its techniques and modern designs that easily blend into different cultures.

By acquiring professional knowledge of Japanese fine arts, our company directly communicate with the artisans about plans to be more precise and smoother on our business. We have a unique network, which directly connected with many artisans of traditional Japanese craftsmanship. This network makes us able to create original and genuine products at a reasonable price.

We want : RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC

Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : goodsgoods@duke-japan.co.jp
Web : https://www.duke-japan.co.jp

**1-T12-04 RAMSMARKS CO., LTD.**

Fucoidan Moisture Lotion (Peace Lotion)

A moisturizing lotion developed for allergic dermatitis, dry skin and sensitive skin.

Whole body lotion for alleviating skin problems by long-term moisturizing, barrier effect, excellent skin care.

As moisturizing lasting ability is excellent, skin moisture can be maintained all day long just by using it in the morning and night face.
- Keeping skin moisturizing during sleeping. You will no longer wake up in the middle night because of drying.
- Long moisturizing duration. About 12 hours !
- Comparison with other companies’ products
- Many other companies’ moisturizing products are beauty and anti-aging cosmetics. We approach to develop the product with the aim of alleviating skin problems due to dryness.

We want : DISTRIBUTER

Language : ENGLISH
E-mail : tadai@rams-marks.com
Web : https://rams-marks.jp/

**1-T12-04 AQUMO Holdings Inc.**

Herbarium

This is a long-lasting type of botanical interior decoration. Direct flowers and/or preserved flowers are soaked in a bottle filled special oil developed by our company.

* This special oil is a mixture of liquid paraffin and silicone, and similar oils are not yet produced by other company.
* Special oil bottles, light (for illumination) for Herbarium can be sold separately.

Herbarium of our company using special oil;

- High transparency and it makes flowers and plants look more beautiful.
- The flower in the bottle looks three-dimensional.
- Dry flower keep the same condition for one year and more.
- This special oil does not contain harmful substances.
- Market share in Japan: 65%

We want : RETAILER / OEM / ODM

Language : ENGLISH / CHINESE
E-mail : info@aumo-holdings.com
**Gift Show Select**

**Select 3-T60-06 HANWA LTD.**

**Raclette more with recipe book**

Raclette more can be enjoyed with various menu for example raclette, s’more and so on. Let's cook and enjoy your meal.

**Select 4-T68-04 DRETEC CO., LTD.**

**Timer T-587 “Learning timer”**

Convenient desktop timer for studying

- Selectable rumbling time: 15 sec / 1 sec / silent
- Notify with sound and lump

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC

Language: ENGLISH/CHINESE/KOREAN

E-mail: y-sano@dretec.co.jp, t-itoh@dretec.co.jp

Web: https://www.dretec.co.jp/en/

**Select 4-777-15 CREO Co., Ltd.**

**CENOTE denim**

Crea's Big Hit series. CENOTE CENOTE series based on ergonomic, which shaped like a wave and stimulates moderately the foot arch. You can feel comfortable even after take a bath or in hot summer because of bamboo sheets. We strive to discover how footwear should be for humans through comprehensive analysis and research from all angles on the relationship between feel and footwear: as we contribute broadly to the enhancement of lifestyle culture centered around the health that comes from more ideal footwear.

Everything from planning to manufacturing of all our products takes place in Japan, where each product is created with utmost care.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: export@b-grow.com

Web: https://www.b-grow.com/en/

**Select 3-T50-16 univers co., ltd.**

**Curtain**

It is a curtain planned in Japan.

We have factories in China and Indonesia. OEM production is also received.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM

Language: ENGLISH / CHINESE

E-mail: m-kitani@m-pile.jp

Web: http://m-pile.jp/en/

**Select 4-772-09 ORIM Co., Ltd.**

**Cotton Linen Muffler**

In order to give a reasonable softness and soft touch, with a thread of a blend of linen to cotton, it was woven to loosen.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM

Language: ENGLISH / CHINESE

E-mail: e.matsuo@onisi.jp

Web: https://www.orim.co.jp/

**Select 4-773-13 Matsusuo Co., Ltd.**

**Luxury Wooden Furniture**

We are the first company to produce luxury quality furniture.

Since 1855, Matsuso began making furniture in Hiroshima. Our fine handcrafting skills and Japanese woodworking technique had placed us at one of the top furniture manufacturers in Japan. Now, collaborating with Japanese famous designer Jin Kuramoto, we will be presenting a new series for watch and jewelry storage. We produce from scratch and manufacture under one roof production. Using selected high-quality natural materials to match with good design for excellent finishing. This Tower Watch Winder is stylish and modern with sophisticated gadgets. Luxury watch collections can enjoy it to store and display at the same time. Please come to our booth and check it out, see you soon! Thank you.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM

Language: ENGLISH / CHINESE

E-mail: info@maruyama-seni.co.jp

Web: www.maruyama-seni.co.jp/en/

**Select A-T13-07 Maruyama Fiber Industry Co., Ltd - Nawrap®**

**Multi-purpose home textiles**

Many of the products within Nawrap’s collection are infused with binchotan charcoal. Binchotan is the highest grade of charcoal and has been used for centuries in Japan to naturally purify water and air. By infusing binchotan into washable fabric, the charcoal works to neutralize smelly odors. Even with use, the charcoal will remain permanently infused within the fabric.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: m-kitani@m-pile.jp

Web: http://m-pile.jp/en/

**Select A-T14-22 MURAKAMI PILE CO., LTD**

**WASHI TOWEL**

This set string Washi Japanese paper is said to be the world’s most outstanding paper.

We look for washes made in the city of Mino in Gifu Prefecture, combined it with cotton and weave it into a towel. The washi paper fibers are sift finely with a micro thread to a width of 1 to 4 mm and around into a spiral. The silk wash is textured and interwoven with other fibers to create a material for use in washi fabrics. Washi is an ecological material that is “created from nature and returns to nature to be reused.” It also has excellent compatibility with cotton. With the same mass as linen yet only one third of the weight, a washi towel is ideal for everyday use.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: m-kitani@m-pile.jp

Web: http://m-pile.jp/en/
**Gift Show Select**

---

**XINKO CORPORATION**

**INTERIOR GOODS**

Delivering Products that have been loved for a long time, with a commitment to Japanese handmade products and warm manufacturing that celebrates the good old-time country mind and natural materials.

---

**HERRMANN’S**

Herrmann’s is Germany’s premium animal wet food for dogs and cats, certified Bio (organic) products from species-appropriate Bio husbandry of regional raw materials with no synthetic additives, no preservatives and non-GMO. We only want the best for our dearest animal, hence Herrmann’s Manufacture strongly believes that every pet is entitled to its species-appropriation and healthy nourishment. We carefully selected the ingredients in our brands DISH series to secure only one protein source as well as rehring from the use of cereals. This enables us to provide a broad variety of menus for food sensitive dogs. With our PURE series, we enable you to choose the individually appropriate protein source for your home-made food for pets.

---

**DosukoiJAPAN**

**KIMONO Cushion cover**

Cushion cover using a real obi. It is a luxury gem using silk. It is a high-quality design with auspicious patterns. Because it is manufactured by up-cycle a real obi, only a few can be made per pattern. The pattern is clear, and there is a great impact just by placing one, and the atmosphere of the room is greatly enhanced. Our product was developed to be a gem that symbolizes good memories of Japan. President Donald Trump, who came to Japan in May 2019, was presented from and we received a letter of appreciation with an autograph from him. In July 2019, it was exhibited at “JAPANEXPO in Paris” and was well received by, from France and other countries people.

---

**OMATSURILAND CO.,LTD.**

**JAPANESE TRADITIONAL MASK**

Various aspects that have an important role in classical performing arts and festivals traveling from ancient times in Japan. The technology that has grown over the years for a high quality deity. Regarding the prototype which is very important in manufacturing the surface. We have created everything with skilled craftsmanship with manual work, including hand jobs. I made delicate expressions unique to handmade that I can not imitate with machine. There are a wide range of uses such as participating in the festival, interior at home, souvenirs for foreign countries and souvenirs of traveling in Japan.

---

**SUNSMILE CO.,LTD.**

**JABBER BALL**

“Jabber Ball” has very funny action that is small tongue coming in and out with babbling whistle sound by squeezing or bounching. So it is companions with pleasant friend, everybody will be with a smile anytime and anywhere. “Jabber Ball” wants to make friends with more children around the world. Since the new characters are created, please introduce to the world by all means.
**Gift Show Select**

**Honkun**
Mochi Neko The Cat
Surname-meets Kawaii
The letters means I don’t want to works more. Japanese unique letters and stroke painting here!

**OKUYAMA & CO., LTD.**
STICKERS
STICKERS UNDER THEIR LABEL "STICKER FUN" CONTINUE TO BE A LEADER IN THE JAPANESE STICKER MARKET. THEIR MAIN TARGET IS ADULTS NOT KIDS.

**Teyney**
reversi Wavelet
A reversi game for precious time
Reversi tiles made of two seamlessly joined metals sparkle in contrast with an elegantly carved wooden base.
Players share tiles stored in a single tray – play with someone special to yield precious moments.

**Lovely Pet Trading Co., Ltd.**
Heart Tawashi Brush for Cat
Japanese traditional brushes made from the fibers of the high-quality and carefully selected windmill palm. It is perfect as a grooming brush for cats, and also as a communication tool - cats absolutely love it. The heart shape is not only looking kawaii at a time in Wakayama, southwestern Japan.

**Kintsu Co., Ltd.**
Smartphone cases and accessories
Our company has a wide selection of smartphone cases and accessories made from high quality materials. We stock a vast range of designs, including a unique line produced by our in-house Japanese design team. Since the commencement of sales, this line has proven to be hugely popular with women of all demographics. Having had great success in the Japanese online market, we now seek new distribution channels in overseas markets, both wholesale and local retail. We are open to discuss all business opportunities with potential distributors, retailers and future business partners who are interested in growing their business further with us. Additionally, we are seeking quality controlled and competitively priced manufacturers for our design range.

**Teyney**
reversi Wavelet
A reversi game for precious time
Reversi tiles made of two seamlessly joined metals sparkle in contrast with an elegantly carved wooden base.
Players share tiles stored in a single tray – play with someone special to yield precious moments.

**SUGAI WORLD, Inc.**
Animal Hug
Animal Hug is an animal-shaped portable washi tape dispenser. Attach the Hug around a roll of tape by gently bending the animal’s legs. Roll out the tape and rip with the jagged edge located on the animals bottom. The appearance of the animal tightly hugging a roll of tape is very humorous. Attached to your favorite colored paper, so it is soft to the touch and safe. The paper is biodegradable and environmentally friendly. Lightweight and compact, they are portable and easy to store attached to the tape. Hugs are available as a black cat, monkey and bear cub. They are wonderful company for you, and make great gifts for friends and family!

**Chushin Kobo Co., Ltd.**
Ornament birds & cats
This series expresses the world of small sand mold casting. We aimed for manufacturing that required sand skin beauty with a simple mold that compacted sand. We made a small casting accessory that we hope can change the atmosphere of your room a little.

**nocokoco**
Stuffed Animal
These stuffed animals are completely hand-crafted with love of endangered animals.

---

**We want:** RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM
**Language:** ENGLISH
**E-mail:** info@nekomachi.com
**Web:** instagram.com/honkun_toko

**We want:** RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC
**Language:** ENGLISH
**E-mail:** okuyama@stickerfun.co.jp
**Web:** http://www.stickerfun.jp/english/english-front.html

**We want:** RETAILER
**Language:** ENGLISH
**E-mail:** info@teyney.jp
**Web:** http://teyney.jp

**We want:** RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER
**Language:** ENGLISH
**E-mail:** info@chushin-kobo.jp
**Web:** www.chushin-kobo.jp

**We want:** RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER
**Language:** ENGLISH
**E-mail:** miyu@sugai-world.com
**Web:** https://www.sugaiworld.com/

---

**We want:** RETAILER / EC
**Language:** ENGLISH
**E-mail:**
**Web:** http://www.lovelypet.co.jp/en/

**We want:** RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC / OEM / ODM / OTHER
**Language:** ENGLISH
**E-mail:** tomyoshida@kintsu-inc.com
**Web:** https://global.rakuten.com/en/search/?id=kintsu&Id=644500

**We want:** RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER
**Language:** ENGLISH
**E-mail:**
**Web:** www.chushin-kobo.jp

**We want:**
**Language:**
**E-mail:**
**Web:** https://www.sugaiworld.com/
Indigo dyed wood (building and interior)

Indigo-dyed: a natural dye with history, also known as Japan Blue. In the past, Awa indigo, a beautiful dye that steadfastly keeps its color, was known throughout Japan as an indispensable dye for the creation of high-grade dyed goods. We established an indigo coated materials technology that can be used as a paint or spray and applied it to designs that make use to wood as part of construction materials, interiors, or small objects. Also, we manage the indigo farm for regional revitalization as well.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER
Language: ENGLISH
E-mail: info_abroad@dairinet.com
Web: http://dairinet.com

Chameleon Tie

Chameleon Tie is a series of bow ties that you can easily customize pairing of heads and ties according to your moods or occasions. Chameleon Tie uses 100% high-quality silk clothes that are normally used for kimono making, which are carefully hand-dyed by Kyu-Yuzen artisans. Utilizing our traditional skills developed through kimono dying, Chameleon Tie offers a variety of one-of-a-kind designs.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC / OTHER
Language: ENGLISH
E-mail: info@dairinet.com
Web: http://www.katsujirou.com/

IRO-IRO series

IRO-IRO is a tableware series. It was founded more than 160 years ago in Kyoto. Nowadays, we have gained wide popularity in the market, incorporating design and functions which match well in modern life. We originally propose contemporary tableware that is made from our historic techniques and new design. With the IRO-IRO series, discover the challenge of adapting new colors of Japanese traditional lacquer “urushi” into modern spaces and lifestyles. This was designed by Kazushige Miyake (Japan).

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER
Language: ENGLISH
E-mail: shikki@isuke.co.jp
Web: https://www.isuke.co.jp/

HAKI (Bonsai miniature tree or plant)

Bonsai is a reproduction of naturally growing trees and grass in small pots. Born from the rich nature of Japan.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC / OEM / ODM
Language: ENGLISH
E-mail: takayoshi@kyoto-kumagai.co.jp
Web: http://www.kyoto-kumagai.co.jp/en/

Matsunoya Co., Ltd.

Tools for everyday use

Not mass produced or consciously crafted - Daily goods created by a small factory and artisans -
Natural materials providing easy – to – use products at reasonable prices.

We want: RETAILER
Language: ENGLISH
E-mail: chizuru@matsunoya.jp
Web: https://www.matsunoya.jp/en/
**Lino e Lina / JOINT INC.**

**KITCHEN LINEN & LINEN CLOTHES**

We introduce a variety of linen products for fashion, kitchen and home. They are designed in Tokyo and made in Lithuania where the tradition of linen has been developed.

At our stand at Gift Show, you can feel the softness of our linen and see the fascinating color variation.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: info@linoelina-jpn.com

Web: www.linoelina-jpn.com

---

**REALFACTORY Co.,Ltd**

**SQUALO WORKS (Bag Brand)**

Refined and simple design, convenient functions for everyday use, materials selected from design and functions. Bag brand that proposes “ease of use” in everyday life.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: ninakawa@real-factory.co.jp

Web: https://www.realfactorydesign.com

---

**K2C Inc.**

**choco-ne choco-mi**

The choco-ne is a new sense of sweets that coated traditional Japanese refreshing Ramune candy with chocolate of various flavors. The cute box designed Japanese traditional design will be a glove compartment. Please feel free to contact us.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: kayamori.yusuke@k2communication.jp

Web: https://www.choco-ne.com/

---

**MAX Co.,Ltd.**

**YAMATO Cosmetics**

YAMATO Cosmetics is natural skin care series which have taking over natural blessing and born from culture of NARA as old city. It is basic cosmetics which is mild for skin with fragrance free, colored free, mineral oil free and paraben free. Vegan cosmetics that do not contain animal ingredients.

We want: RETAILER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: 

Web: http://soapmax.co.jp/catalog/

---

**TATSUMI TEXTILE Co.,Ltd.**

**Durable Toe Socks Brand “GUTS-MAN”**

GUTS-MAN is a brand of slugs, highly functional socks made in response to demand from members of the Japanese Self-Defense Force. GUTS-MAN socks are actually used in the rigorous training of the SDF, and are even now an important part of their gear.

We hope you enjoy these sturdy toe socks, which are a culmination of the skills and knowledge of the many Japanese craftsmen under our umbrella—a long-standing sock manufacturer with over 50 years of history.

We want: RETAILER / EC / OEM / ODM / OTHER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: tatsumi@choku.co.jp

Web: https://www.en.guts-man.com/
KABARS' Bicycle Cover

KABARS' bicycle cover is stylish and easy-covering without feeling irritation and provides the new way of fashion choosing colors on the cover.

- Coordinate with your bicycle or the wall of your house
- Separate into the 3 parts can make it easy-washing and dry
- Change only one part when it's stained or torn
- Front and Rear parts can be a picnic sheet
- Breathable material deters your bike from going rusty with moisture

"Made in JAPAN"

We want: DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: info@yamamotofarm.co.jp
Web: https://www.yamamotofarm.co.jp/en/

---

Yamamoto Farm Corporation

Konjac Sponge KOMACHI

These sponges are made from 100% edible Konjac powder made in Japan. The Konjac fiber, which contains a large amount of moisture, gently remove impurities from your face.

The Konjac Sponge has a history spanning over 120 years, originally used to give Raymond before their first bath.

These sponges are created using only natural ingredients and contain no antibacterial agents, preservatives, or artificial coloring agents.

An environment friendly product that is completely without petroleum-derived materials, including the package.

We want: DISTRIBUTER / OEM / ODM

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: info@yamamotofarm.co.jp
Web: https://www.yamamotofarm.co.jp/en/

---

Horiuchi Mirror Industry Co.,Ltd.

LED Stand Mirror

HORIUCHI MIRROR was established at Hirano-ku in Osaka City, which is the only one major area of producing mirrors in Japan. We have been developing and producing mirrors of unique and exquisite design in order to "provide appropriate tools to the people caring for their appearance." Napure LED Stand Mirror is a make-up LED mirror that allows you to choose from 3 types of makeup light to suit every day scene. Napure Mirror accurately reflects the original color of the skin with accurate color expression that is not affected by the color of the glass.

We want: DISTRIBUTER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: horiuchi@cr-horiuchi.co.jp
Web: http://www.cr-horiuchi.co.jp

---

KOTOBUKI DRESS .Ltd

luxury life products

We are luxury household goods brand using traditional Japanese fabrics. "Making the luxury in every day life" We will help you make your daily life more shine.

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / OTHER

Language: ENGLISH

E-mail: y.maruko@sakuya-kotobuki.com
Web: https://www.sakuya-kotobuki.com
ROOTOTE, a brand specializing in tote bags, offers a variety of "PORTABLE ECO BAGS" that are not only used for luggage but also for comfort when carrying. Find the perfect one for your daily life from our extensive lineup.

(Some items have "Thermo-keep" function.)

We want: RETAILER / DISTRIBUTER / EC

Language: ENGLISH
E-mail: muramura@sp-co.co.jp
Web: http://rootote.jp/en/